CORNER RECORD

City of SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO
County of ORANGE, California

Brief Legal Description CENTERLINE TIES FOR TRACT 14398

CORNER TYPE

Government Corner [ ] Control [ ]
Meander [ ] Property [ ]
Rancho [ ] Other [ ]

Date of Survey OCTOBER 1, 1998

COORDINATES (Optional)

N. __________________________
E. __________________________
Zone ______ Datum ______
Elev. ________________________

Corner — Left as found [ ] Found and tagged [ ]
Established [ ] Reestablished [ ] Rebuilt [ ]

Identification and type of corner round: Evidence used to identify or procedure used to establish or reestablish the corner:

SET SPIKE AND WASHER STAMPED CS. 3543 AT ALL CENTERLINE POINTS WITH CROSS OR SWING TIES TAGGED CS. 3543 WITHIN TRACT NO. 14398.
SEE SHEETS 2 THROUGH 16 ATTACHED HERETO.

A description of the physical condition of the monument as found and as set or reset:

SURVEYOR'S STATEMENT

This Corner Record was prepared by me or under my direction in conformance with the Land Surveyors’ Act on OCTOBER 1, 1998.

Signed ____________________________ or R.C.E. Number 3543

COUNTY SURVEYOR'S STATEMENT

This Corner Record was received Nov. 17, 1998 and examined and tiled November 24th, 1998.

Signed ____________________________ Title DEPUTY COUNTY SURVEYOR

County Surveyor's Comment

______________________________

PWA-102 19-98/20
CL. TIES FOR TRACT 14398, CITY OF SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO

**LEGEND:**
- ♦️ Indicates set gear spike with washer stamped LS. 3543 unless otherwise noted.
- * Indicates swing tie.

**NOTE:**
Set nail & tag tangent cross ties top of curb stamped LS. 3543 at all tie points unless noted.
LEGEND:

○ INDICATES SET GEAR SPIKE WITH WASHER STAMPED LS 3543 UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

* INDICATES SWING TIE.

NOTE:

SET NAIL & TAG TANGENT CROSS TIES TOP OF CURB STAMPED LS 3543 AT ALL TIE POINTS UNLESS NOTED.
LEGEND:

○ INDICATES SET GEAR SPIKE WITH WASHER STAMPED LS. 3543 UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

* INDICATES SWING TIE.

NOTE:

SET NAIL & TAG TANGENT CROSS TIES TOP OF CURB STAMPED LS. 3543 AT ALL TIE POINTS UNLESS NOTED.
CL. TIES FOR TRACT 14398, CITY OF SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO

LEGEND:

• INDICATES SET GEAR SPIKE WITH WASHER STAMPED LS. 3543 UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

* INDICATES SWING TIE.

NOTE:
SET NAIL & TAG TANGENT CROSS TIES TOP OF CURB STAMPED LS. 3543 AT ALL TIE POINTS UNLESS NOTED.
LEGEND:

- INDICATES SET GEAR SPIKE WITH WASHER STAMPED LS. 3543 UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
- INDICATES SWING TIE.

NOTE:
SET NAIL & TAG TANGENT CROSS TIES TOP OF CURB STAMPED LS. 3543 AT ALL TIE POINTS UNLESS NOTED.
CL. TIES FOR TRACT 14398, CITY OF SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO

**LEGEND:**
- Indicates set gear spike with washer stamped LS. 3543 unless otherwise noted.
- Indicates swing tie.

**NOTE:**
Set nail & tag tangent cross ties top of curb stamped LS. 3543 at all tie points unless noted.
CL. TIES FOR TRACT 14398, CITY OF SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO

LEGEND:
- Indicates set gear spike with washer stamped LS. 3543 unless otherwise noted.
- Indicates swing tie.

NOTE:
Set nail & tag tangent cross ties top of curb stamped LS. 3543 at all tie points unless noted.
NOTE:

* INDICATES SWING TIE.

** SET NAIL & TAG TANGENT CROSS TIES TOP OF CURB STAMPED LS. 3543 AT ALL TIE POINTS UNLESS NOTED.
LEGEND:

- INDICATES SET GEAR SPIKE WITH WASHER STAMPED LS. 3543 UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

- INDICATES SWING TIE.

NOTE:

SET NAIL & TAG TANGENT CROSS TIES TOP OF CURB STAMPED LS. 3543 AT ALL TIE POINTS UNLESS NOTED.
LEGEND:
○ INDICATES SET GEAR SPIKE WITH WASHER STAMPED LS. 3543 UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
* INDICATES SWING TIE.

NOTE:
SET NAIL & TAG TANGENT CROSS TIES TOP OF CURB STAMPED LS. 3543 AT ALL TIE POINTS UNLESS NOTED.
LEGEND:

○ INDICATES SET GEAR SPIKE WITH WASHER STAMPED LS. 3543 UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

* INDICATES SWING TIE.

NOTE:

SET NAIL & TAG TANGENT CROSS TIES TOP OF CURB STAMPED LS. 3543 AT ALL TIE POINTS UNLESS NOTED.
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LEGEND:
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* INDICATES SWING TIE.

NOTE:

SET NAIL & TAG TANGENT CROSS TIES TOP OF CURB STAMPED LS. 3543 AT ALL TIE POINTS UNLESS NOTED.
LEGEND:

○ INDICATES SET GEAR SPIKE WITH WASHER STAMPED LS. 3543 UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

* INDICATES SWING TIE.

NOTE:

SET NAIL & TAG TANGENT CROSS TIES TOP OF CURB STAMPED LS. 3543 AT ALL TIE POINTS UNLESS NOTED.